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ABSTRACT 
 
Interview with Marcia De wachter, panel member at the Belgian Financial Forum 
colloquium “Gender in finance: why diversity matters” in Brussels on June 17, 2019. 
 
 
 
INTERVIEW 
 
 
What do you feel are the biggest challenges women experience in their workplace, that 
men do not? 
 

‘Second-generation’ forms of gender bias remain a primary cause of women’s 
persistent underrepresentation in leadership roles. This bias erects powerful but 
subtle and often invisible barriers for women that arise from cultural assumptions  
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and organisational structures, practices and patterns of interaction that inadvertently 
benefit men while putting women at the disadvantage. Among them: 

 
 A paucity of role models for women.  
 
 Aspiring leaders need role models whose styles and behaviors they can experiment 

with and evaluate according to their own standards and others’ reactions. Fewer 
female leaders means fewer role models and can suggest young would-be leaders 
that being a woman is a liability - discouraging them from viewing senior women 
as credible sources of advise and support. 

 
 Gendered career paths and gendered work.  
 
 Many entrenched organizational structures and work practices were designed to  

men’s lives and situations at a time when women made up only a very small 
portion of the workforce. For  example, formal rotations in sales or operations 
have traditionally been a key step on the path to senior leadership, and men are 
more likely than women to have held such jobs. Yet requirements like these may 
be outdated when it comes to the kinds of experience that best prepare a person 
to lead. Career-enhancing international posts often assume a ‘trailing spouse’ who 
has no career and can easily move - a family situation more common for men than 
for women.  

  
How work is valued may similarly give men an advantage: behind-the-scene work 
like HR, Legal, Communication etc which are the departments where women are 
more likely sent to tends to be undervalued while rewarding heroic work, is most 
often occupied by men. It has a cumulative disadvancing effect on women. A 
vicious cycle ensues: men appear to be best suited to leadership roles and this 
perception propels more of them to seek and attain such positions, thereby 
reenforcing the notion that they are simply better. 

  
Women have difficulty accessing networks and sponsors. Differences in men’s and 
women’s organizational roles and career prospects, along with both their proclivity 
to interact with others of the same gender result in weaker networks for women. 
Important internal and external networks from a career perspective are often 
dominated by men while women are only represented as singletons. Men in 
positions of power tend to direct development opportunities to junior men, whom 
they see as more likely than women as their successor. 
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The Double Bind.  
 
 In most cultures leadership and masculinity are stil closely linked: the ideal vertical 

leader like the ideal man is decisive, assertive, independent. Women are expected 
to be nice, caretaking, unselfish. This mismatch puts female leaders in a double 
bind: Behaviors that suggest self-confidence or assertiveness in men often appear 
arrogant or abrasive in women.  Women in positions of authority who enact a 
more feminine style may be liked but not respected. They are deemed too 
emotional to make though decisions and too soft to be strong vertical leaders. 

 
 For all those reasons the Women in Finance initiative is a very powerful signal that a 

sea change in culture, filling the promotion pipelines and  female networking should 
be established.  

 
 
Have you ever felt that being a woman in your professional world was a disadvantage? 
 

 Yes, particularly when arriving at the senior level, the just mentioned panoply of 
second-generation gender biases become very persistent. If the top and in particular 
the number one of the company doesnot support the enrichment of diversity and 
inclusion more change could be obtained from the outside than remaining a singleton 
inside. 

 
Do you think you would have reached your goals sooner if you were a man? 
 

 Yes. 
 
Do you feel you get the same opportunity to speak in the conference room as your male 
colleagues? 
 

No. 
 
Do you think women leaders face more challenges in building a family life compared to 
women who do not preform management roles? 
 
 All working mothers or women responsible for  family members face similar ‘double 

burden’ problems. The way they organize themselves may differ in the sense that 
female leaders may have less time to take care of the daily needs of their family but 
they are more likely to be able to afford extra care takers to contribute to the smooth 
organization of their family lives. 

 


